Flight procedures that will decrease the following distance between successive aircraft have been considered as a means of alleviating pressures on airport capacity while still conforming to conventional air traf c management rules. A major limitation to the implementation of such procedures is perceived to be an associated increase in the possible severity of encounters with the wakes of nearby aircraft. Modeling efforts have focused on quantifyingsuch interactions in terms of structural loading or degradation in handling and have established that helicopters respond in a fundamentally different way than xed-wing aircraft to encounters with wake vortices. This paper suggests that, particularly at the low forward speeds typical of terminal phase operations, the mutually induced distortion of the helicopter's own wake and the wake of the interacting aircraft strongly in uences the aerodynamics of the helicopter rotor. Results from numerical simulations suggest that neglecting this aspect of the interaction, as has commonly been done in the past, can indeed be valid at high helicopter forward speeds, but can lead to signi cant misrepresentation of the severity of wake encounters under terminal ight conditions. 
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Concerns in the helicopter world mirror those of the xed-wing community because helicopters are presently required to t into established xed-wing ight patterns during joint operations from air elds. Helicopters have a fundamentally different response to vortex encounters compared to xed-wing aircraft, however, and a long-standing debate has been whether their behavior is more or less severe, as gauged by some appropriate measure, than in the xed-wing case. 2 The response of a helicopter is complicated by aerodynamic cross coupling between the pitch and roll response of the rotor and the ltering of aerodynamic loads that is provided by the various possible methods of attaching the rotor blades to their hubs. On a conventionallycon gured helicopter at least, these effects tend to dominate the xed-wing aircraft-like behavior of the fuselage.
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Our understanding of the aeromechanical behaviour of helicopters during wake encounters is based almost exclusively upon a series of papers detailingvarious numerical simulations of idealized helicopters interacting with representative model wake structures. These simulations have been used to quantify the loading changes, rotor apping response or ight-path deviations that might arise during typical wake encounters. More recent approaches 3;4 have attempted to evaluate the outputs of simulations in terms of quantitative measuresof helicopterhandlingqualitiessuch as those laid out in the ADS-33 airworthinessstandard.Validationof these numerical studies has always been hampered, however, by the relatively small and somewhat dated body of supporting experimental data. In the absence of suitable validation data, the issue of modelling delity remains largely unresolved.
In this paper we explore one aspect of this issue by examining the validityof the so-called"frozen-vortex"assumptionadoptedin most previous numerical studies of wake interactions. This assumption holds that the mutually induced distortion of the helicopter's own wake and the wake of the interacting aircraft contributes insignificantly to the aerodynamic loading on the helicopter's rotor and hence to the subsequent dynamics of the helicopter. Although this
